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Decay of double-K-shell-vacancy states in xenon atoms, created in the decay of "'Cs, was investi-
gated. The measurements were performed with a pair of germanium detectors, a fast-slow coin-
cidence system, and a three-parameter pulse-height analyzer. In the analysis of the two-dimensional
El -F2 spectrum, improved least-squares routines were applied. The following results were derived:
the probability of creation of a double K-shell vacancy per "'Cs decay, P« =(1.48+0.35) X 10
the hypersatellite energy shifts 5"(Ka)= (653+20) eV, Is."(Kf3, ) = (834+39) eV, and
6"(K@2)=(903+81)eV; the average values of the satellite energy shifts due to the presence of an
L3 or L2-sh-ell spectator vacancy Is.'(KaL ')=(80+15) eV, 6'(KP, L ')=(169+34) eV, and
5'(KP,L ') = (261+81) eV; the intensity ratios of the hypersatellite transitions,
I (Ka,")/I (Ka", ) =0.94+0.18, I (KPt)/I (Ka~ ) =0.36+0 06, and I (KP2)/ I (Ka, ) =0.09+0 04; the
intensity ratios of the satellite transitions I(Ka2L ')/I(KalL ')=0.44+0.10 and 0.44+0.09 for
an L3 and L& spectator vacancy, respectively; and the intensity ratios of some other satellite transi-
tions.

INTRODUCTION

Removal of both electrons from the K shell of an atom
yields a very highly excited state. The double K-shell va-
cancy (K ) state decays rapidly by a succession of tran-
sitions. Many of the intermediate states are also highly
excited atomic states with two or more vacancies in the
shells. The first and the second transition of electrons
from higher shells, which fill the two K-shell vacancies,
are considered to occur predominantly by the emission of
a hypersatellite and of a satellite K x ray. The first transi-
tion occurs in the presence of a "spectator" vacancy in
the K shell. This vacancy causes considerable changes of
states of electrons when compared to the states observed
in atoms with an initial single K-shell vacancy (which
gives rise to the emission of the diagram lines). The
changes are observed as shifts in energy of the emission
spectra (the hypersatellite energy shifts) and as modified
intensity ratios of the K x-ray lines (the hypersatellite in-
tensity ratios). The hypersatellite transition creates a va-
cancy in the L, M, or N shell. Hence the following satel-
lite transition occurs in the presence of a vacancy in a
higher shell. Similar but smaller effects, namely, energy
shifts and modified intensity ratios, are observed.

In the original investigation of Briand, Tavernier, and
Roset' radioactive decay was used to create the K
states in atoms of gallium, and the coincidence technique

was applied to detect the pair of hard K x rays emitted
from the atoms and to measure their energy shifts. Since
then many experiments were performed in which the hy-
persatellite (and satellite) transitions were detected either
by using semiconductor detectors and the coincidence
method ' or by the application of a high-resolution
diffraction technique, and the K states were created
by nuclear decay, or by beams of ions, photons, or elec-
trons.

The theoretical treatment of states and transitions in
atoms with two inner-shell vacancies has advanced rather
well. Desclaux and co-workers pointed out the impor-
tance of relativistic effects, in particular of the Breit in-
teraction. Chen, Crasemann, and Mark made a detailed
theoretical study based on the relativistic Dirac-Hartree-
Slater (DHS) approximation, including the Breit interac-
tion term, and calculated energy shifts of the states in-
volved in the hypersatellite transitions and the transition
rates.

We report an experimental investigation of
hypersatellite-satellite cascades in xenon atoms. This is
an extension of a previous study by Isozumi, Brianqon,
and Walen. The K states were generated in the
electron-capture decay of ' 'Cs. The coincidence tech-
nique was applied and relatively weak sources of ' 'Cs
were used. Due to the very low background a rather
clear interpretation of the data was possible.
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MEASUREMENTS ANALYSIS OF DATA

Radioactive ' 'Cs was produced in the nuclear reactor
of the Boris Kidric Institute (near Belgrade), by the irra-
diation of 3 g of BaCO3, sealed in a quartz ampoule, in a
Ilux of about 3.5X10' neutronsj(cm s) for 135 h. Ra-
diochemical separation and purification of ' 'Cs was
made by the following operations. Cesium was removed
from the irradiated sample by triple recrystallization of
BaC1z. The purified BaC1& was introduced into a column
filled with the "Bio-Rad" cation exchange resin Dowex
50 WX+, 100—200 mesh. After 14 days, when the max-
imum radioactivity of ' 'Cs was expected, elution of cesi-
um with 1N HC1 was made. Finally, the solution was in-
troduced into a smaller "Bio-Rad" cation exchange
column, followed by elution with 0.5N HCl. The last
operation was repeated once. The initial radioactivity of
the prepared ' 'Cs source was about 46 MBq. Its ra-
dioactive purity was checked using a Ge(Li) y-ray spec-
trometer. Weak contamination by ' 'Ba, ' Cs, Fe, and

Co was found, their radioactivity being almost eight or-
ders of magnitude less than that of ' 'Cs.

In the course of the measurements ten weak sources
were used. Their initial activities were between 0.9 and
1.2 kBq. Each of the sources was prepared by putting a
small droplet of the ' 'CsC12 solution on a polyethylene
sheet, into which a small piece of pure cellulose paper
(about 0.4 mm diam) was placed. After drying, the small
radioactive piece of paper was placed between two 0.06-
mm-thick foils of polyethylene and carefully centered in
the hole of the shield. The shield was made of aluminum,
its thickness was 2.6 mm, the hole in the shield was of a
double-conical form, and the opening (where the source
was centered) had a diameter of about 0.7 mm.

The shield with the source was placed between two
high-purity germanium planar detectors (supplied by
ORTEC, Oak Ridge) of a nominal size 200 mm X7 mm
thick, in a close 180' geometry. The solid angle subtend-
ed from the source of either detector was about 1.6 sr.
The short-term energy resolution of the detectors at 5.9
keV was about 230-240 eV, and the long-term resolution
at about 30 keV, determined from the complete set of the
three-parameter data, was about 375 eV. The time reso-
lution of the system for pairs of photons of energy above
30 keV was about 14 ns.

The fast-slow coincidence system with the three-
parameter 128 X 512 X 512 pulse-height analyzer recorded
the time difference (k0 channel) and the amplitudes (k,
and kz channel numbers) of pulse pairs arriving from the
two detectors within the time resolution of the coin-
cidence unit (2i=250 ns). Prior to the start and after
each measurement careful calibration and checks of the
apparatus were made. Ten measurements were made,
each of 4 to 10 days duration, but the first measurement
was rejected because of excessive mains interference. (A
faulty apparatus in the vicinity was located and repaired. )

The total collection time of the data which were used in
the analysis (nine measurements) was 1757 h. The
recorded data were analyzed off'-line in a UNIVAC 1110
computer, and more recently were reanalyzed in personal
computers.

Two-dimensional spectra are usually analyzed by first
making projections of data onto axes. The resulting one-
dimensional spectra are then analyzed by standard
methods. A detailed analysis of a complex two-
dimensional E

&
-E2 spectrum, which was encountered in

the measurement described above, would require analysis
of about a dozen one-dimensional spectra. Besides, when
projecting the data essential information is lost because
peaks in the two-dimensional spectrum, which are
separated in the direction of projection, merge. For ex-
ample, if the energy spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were
analyzed in this way, it would hardly be possible to deter-
mine the parameters of the satellite peaks, even if much
better statistics were available.

According to our experience, fitting of a multiparame-
ter surface to a complex two-dimensional spectrum yields
much better results. One advantage is that all relevant
data are treated simultaneously and all variable parame-
ters are varied concurrently. Therefore the value of each
parameter at each step of the search for the minimum g
takes into account the current values of all other parame-
ters. Similarly, when calculating the error of a variable
parameter from the curvature matrix, uncertainties of all
other parameters are taken into account (actually all er-
rors are calculated simultaneously by inverting the curva-
ture matrix). This is particularly important in the
present case because the variable parameters of the fit are
considerably interdependent.

For each of the nine measurements projections of the
recorded three-parameter data onto the ka, k&, and k2
axes were made and the one-parameter spectra were ana-
lyzed. In this way the nine measurements were found to
be consistent and all nine records were treated as one set
of data.

First analyses were made using the routines described
in Ref. 7 (two methods). Data for the Ka and Kl3, hy-
persatellite, and the Ka (L-shell spectator vacancy) satel-
lite energy shifts, for the intensity ratios of hypersatellite
and L-shell spectator-vacancy satellite transitions, and
for the probability of creation of double-E-shell-vacancy
states, Px~ (EC) (where EC denotes electron capture),
were derived.

Since the energy resolution of the system is comparable
to the energy differences of most xenon E x rays detected
in the measurement (see Fig. 1), a new routine was writ-
ten for the analysis of the two-dimensional E, -E2 spec-
trum.

In the following, the standard notation for the diagram
K x rays (Ka„Ka2, KP, , KPz) will be extended by
writing a superscript h for the hypersatellite transitions,
and by adding the designation of the spectator-vacancy
shell or subshell for the sate11ite transitions. For exam-
ple, Ea,L2 ' wi11 be used to designate a Kn, x ray emit-
ted from an atom with an L2 spectator vacancy. A real
or accidental coincidence event will be denoted by X-Y,
where X and Y represent an appropriate pair of notations
described above.

All data within a window of the k, -kz field, chosen to
accept mainly the real Ea"-KaL ' coincidence events,
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the two-dimensional E&-F2 spectrum. The dashed circles show 16 peaks due to the accidental
coincidences of the diagram K x rays. They are centered on lines indicated by Ka2, Ka„KP„and ICP2 (The e.nergies of the dia-
gram lines are 29.458, 29.779, 33.6, and 34.4 keV. ) Solid circles show 16+ 16 peaks due to the real coincidences of the
hypersatellite-satellite cascades. The shifts are indicated by the center lines which are marked by the appropriate symbols for the hy-
persatellite and satellite transitions. The positions of the peaks are drawn to scale and the diameters of the circles indicate the
FWHM resolution of the measuring system.

were projected onto the ko axis. The time spectrum
shows a pronounced peak superimposed upon a (within
statistics) constant background. Full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of the peak was about five channels, cor-
responding to a time resolution of about 13 ns. An inter-
val of 12 ko channels, which included about 97% of coin-
cidence events, was chosen to make the k, -k2 table of
"in-coincidence" numbers of events (the two-dimensional
E, E2 spectrum). T-he two-dimensional spectrum shows
four distinct groups of peaks (the aa, aP, Pa, and PP
group, see Fig. 1) which are due to the real coincidences
of the hypersatellite and satellite K x-ray cascades and to
the accidental coincidences of the diagram K x rays. In
the original method of analysis each of the four groups
of peaks was analyzed separately. The new nonlinear
least-squares routine allowed a simultaneous analysis of
the section of the E)-E~ spectrum which included all four
groups of hypersatellite-satellite peaks.

The two-dimensional function which was fitted to the
E, -E2 spectrum was represented by 48 peaks, 8 ridges
(bands), and a constant (the background). The peaks

were represented by two-dimensional Gaussian functions
of a variable width in either dimension and integrated
over the channel limits. The numbers of counts in a11

symmetrical peaks and ridges (obtained by the exchange
E,~Ez ) were assumed equal. This symmetry of
response of the system with respect to the exchange of
the two detector branches was checked carefully and
proven to be very good. Accidental coincidences of the
IL az, Ea„Ep,, and KI3z (diagram) x rays were
represented by 16 peaks (the dashed circles in Fig. 1).
Only one variable parameter represented the numbers of
counts in all 16 peaks, the number of counts in the
Ka&-Ka& peak. The numbers of counts in the remaining
15 peaks were assumed to follow from the known intensi-
ty ratios of the diagram lines, taking into account the
variation of the detector efficiency with energy.

Peaks due to the hypersatellite-satellite cascades were
represented by 16 + 16 peaks (the solid circles in Fig. 1).
Twelve variable parameters were used to represent the
numbers of counts in the 16 pairs of peaks.

(i) One variable parameter was the number of counts
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in the peaks due to the Ka1-Ka 1L 3
' cascade,

n(a& ) =n(az).
(ii) Three variable parameters were the intensity ratios

of the hypersatellite transitions

I(Ka~)/I(Kat) =[n(e )+n(f )+n(g )+n(h )]/n(Ka", ),
I(KPj )/I(Ka~ ) = [n (i )+n (j )+n (k )+n (1)]/n (Ka& ),
I(KPz)/I(Ka", )=[n(m )+n(n )+n(o)+n(p)]ln(Ka~),

I(Ka2L~ ' )/I(Ka, L2 ' )=n(f )/n(e),

I(KP,L2 ')/I(Ka, L2 ')=n(g)/n(e),

I(KP2L2 ')/I(Ka, L2 ')=n(h)/n(e) .

(v) Two variable parameters were the following intensi-
ty ratios of the satel1ite transitions in atoms with an M-
or N-shell spectator vacancy (these spectator vacancies
were assumed to have the same effect on the intensity ra-
tios):

where n(Ka", )=n(a)+n(b)+n(c)+n(d), and n(z) is
the number of counts in the peak z, with
Z=Q1 ~1 1

' ' ' 2, &2, C2

(iii) Three variable parameters were the intensity ratios
of the satellite transitions in atoms with an L3-subshell
spectator vacancy

I(Ka~L 3
' )/I(Ka~L 3

'
) =n (b )/n(a ),

I(KP&L3 ')/I(KatL3 ')=n(c)/n(a),

I(KP2L3 ')/I(Ka, L3 ')=n(d)/n(a) .

(iv) Three variable parameters were the intensity ratios
of the satellite transitions in atoms with an L2-subshell
spectator vacancy

I(KP,M ')/I(Ka, M ')=I(KP(N ')/I(Ka(N ')

=n ( k ) /n (i ) = n ( o ) /n ( m ),
I(KPqM '

) /I(Ka, M '
) =I(KP~N ') /I(Ka, N '

)

=n(l )/n(i ) =n(p )/n(m ),

while it was assumed I(Ka2M '
) /I (Ka,M '

)

=I(Ka2N ')/ I(Ka, N ')=0.539, i.e., equal to the
corresponding ratio of the diagram lines.

The numbers of counts in each of the 4+ 4 ridges,
which are due to the coincident detection of bremsstrah-
lung radiation in K-electron capture in ' 'Cs and of the K
x rays of xenon, were represented by a two-dimensional
function of a Gaussian profile in one dimension and of a
1s-bremsstrahlung pro61e in the other dimension. For
low-energy internal bremsstrahling in ' 'Cs electron-

80— ~ EXPT.

60—

X'
LU

uJ

40—
O
CY
UJ
Q3

Z 20—

390 400 410

k2 CHANNEL NUMBER

420

FIG. 2. Illustration of the result of fitting of a multicomponent surface to the El-E2 spectrum. The histogram was obtained by
projecting the two-dimensional spectrum onto the k, axis for k, =401—408 (E& =29.41-29.96 keV). Solid curves show the two-
dimensional component functions obtained by the fitting routine and integrated over the same energy interval. Each curve is indicat-
ed by the corresponding K x-ray line. The dotted curve shows the sum of the solid curves. Its comparison to the histogram illus-

trates the goodness of the two-dimensional fit. Background was not subtracted from the data.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for k
1
=405 —412 (E, =29.68—30. 14 keV).

capture decay the relativistic correction factor is almost
constant, so a simple energy distribution,
E(EEc—Bx E), wher—e EEc=355 keV is the electron-
capture transition energy and Bz the K-electron binding
energy, was assumed. One variable parameter represent-
ed the numbers of counts in all eight ridges as it was as-
sumed that the ratios of numbers of counts in the ridges
are the same as for the corresponding diagram lines.

The energy scales (the k, and k2 channel number to
energy conversions) were defined via two variable refer-
ence points on each axis, the positions of the Ka& and
KI3, (diagram) lines (four variable parameters). The posi-
tions of the peaks due to the hypersatellite-satellite cas-
cades were defined by the shifts from the corresponding
diagram lines. Three variable parameters were used for
the Ka, 2, KP&, and KP2 hypersatellite shifts, and anoth-
er three for the average values of the Ka, 2, KP„and
KP2 satellite shifts due to a vacancy in the L3 or Lz sub-

shell. The satellite shifts of the K x rays in atoms with a
vacancy in the M or X shell (which are small and have a
negligible effect on the results of the fit) have been fixed at
values derived from an approximate calculation of energy
shifts of electron levels due to the presence of a vacancy
in atomic shells. '

Two variable parameters were used to define the
widths of the peaks, one for the k, and the other for the
k2 dimension. The energy dependence of the widths was
taken into account by assuming the Fano factor of 0.08
and an energy of 2.95 eV per electron-hole pair in ger-
manium.

Equal weights and weights equal to the reciprocal
numbers of counts (one for zero count") were applied.
The results of the two minimum g calculations are in
good agreement for all variable parameters except for the
numbers of counts in the Ka, -Ka, and the Ka",-Ko. ,L3
peaks. It is known" that the number of counts in a single

30
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0 g
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~, ~l
450 470 480
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490

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2, but for k 1
=397—409 (E 1

=29.13—30.03 keV).
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TABLE I. Hypersatellite and satellite energy shifts in xenon atoms (in eV).

Transition

Hyper-
satellite

Spectator
vacancy

Results
of

Theory'
Theory

This measurement

639.4
639+10
653+20

5(Kp, )

814.9

834+39

b(Kp, )

903+81

Satellite Theory
Theory'
Theory

This measurement

66+20
79
83

80+15

178
200

169+34 261+81

'The weighted average value for the Ka2 and Ka& lines {640.1 and 636.9 eV, respectively) of Chen,
Crasemann, and Mark {Ref.6) is quoted.
Weighted averages of values calculated using the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock code of Desclaux

(Ref. 5), quoted in Ref. 3.
'Results of Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations reported in Burch, Wilets, and Meyerhof {Ref. 12).
Burch, Wilets, and Meyerhof {Ref. 12) simple model.

peak calculated by a least-squares fit assuming Poisson
statistics is low by the value of the y . In the present
analysis multiple two-dimensional peaks were encoun-
tered, so a simple addition of y was not possible. There-
fore the results of the analysis with equal weights are re-
ported, while the quoted errors were derived from the
analysis with 1/n weights.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The surface-fitting routine was devised in order to
derive all results using only the E&-E2 spectrum. The
fitting function, defined by the above described set of
variable parameters (which included also the adjustment
of the energy scales and of the widths of the peaks), is
considered to represent very well the two-dimensional
spectrum. All relevant parameters were varied simul-
taneously. Many checks were made (three are shown in
Figs. 2—4). Hence the results of the fit are trusted to
represent very well the measured spectrum. The errors
were calculated by the inversion of the curvature matrix
which was calculated using Poisson statistics, so they are
also quite reliable.

Figures 2—4 illustrate the data and the fits for projec-
tions of three sections of the E&-Ez spectrum. As men-

tioned above, the background was very low and was not
subtracted from the data shown in the figures. Figure 4
shows the relatively large shift of the KPz hypersatellite
line. The results for the hypersatellite and satellite ener-
gy shifts are shown in Table I. The present results for the
Ka and KP& shift are in a very good agreement with the
results of Chen et al. , and of Desclaux (as quoted in Ref.
3). Energy shifts of the Ka L ' and K13,L ' satellite
lines are also in a good agreement with the theoretical re-
sults of Desclaux (as quoted in ref. 3) and with the results
of Burch, Wilets, and Meyerhof, ' but the accuracy of the
experimental results is not sufficient to discriminate be-
tween the theoretical results.

The results for the intensity ratios of the hypersatellite
lines and of some satellite lines are shown in Table II.
The results for the I(Kaz)/I(Ka", ), intensity ratio is
larger than the theoretical result of Chen, Crasemann,
and Mark by about two standard deviations. Because of
the disagreement, several checks of the fitting procedure
were made, e.g., checks for local minima, diferent
profiles of the bremsstrahlung spectrum, change of
definition of variable parameters, such as introduction of
intensity ratios I(KP", )/I(Ka", 2) and I(KP2)/I(K", 2 ) in-
stead of the ratios I(KP", )/I(Ka, ) and I(KPz)/I(Ka", ),
etc. However, the value of the ratio I(Ka2)/I(Ka", )

TABLE II. Intensity ratios of the hypersatellite and satellite transitions in xenon atoms.

Transition

Hypersatellite
satellite

Satellite
Satellite
Satellite

Spectator
vacancy

L3
L~

MorN

Results
of

Theory'
Previous measurement

This measurement

This measurement
This measurement

This measurement

I{Ka )/I(Ke, )

0.658
0.66+0.09
0.94+0. 18

0.44+0. 10
0.44+0.09

assumed
0.539

I(KPi )/I(Ku, )

0.297

0.36+0.06

0.24+0.05
0.26+0.05

0.33+0.15

I(Kp, )/I(Ka~)

0.09+0.04

0.09+0.05
0.05+0.04

0.07+0.09

'Calculated from the results for the transition probabilities of Chen, Crasemann, and Mark {Ref.6).
Isozurni, Brianqon, and Walen (Ref. 3).
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changed very little (by —0.02 to +0.01}. A possible
cause of the disagreement could be different angular dis-
tributions of Eaz —E xL2 ' and Ea& —K x1.3

' cascades.
If this is the case a direct comparison of the ratio of the
over-angle integrated theoretical intensities and of our re-
sult is not correct. An estimate was made on the number
of events in which the absorption of a Ea" x ray in one
detector and of a EaI. ' x ray in the other detector was
accomplished by a simultaneous absorption of an L x ray
in either one or the other detector. The effect on the
Eo,'z-to-Eai intensity ratio is less than 1% (it tends to in-
crease the ratio} and was neglected. The effect of devia-
tion of the shape of peaks from the (in the fit assumed)
Gaussian profile on the result of the Ea2-to-Ea", intensi-
ty ratio was estimated at about 1% (it tends to decrease
the ratio) and was neglected also. The difference between
the present result and the result of Isozumi, Brianqon,
and Walen amounts to 0.28+0.20, i.e., it is not
significant.

The results for the ratios of intensities of Ea21. and
Ea&L ' satellite lines indicate values which are smaller

than the value for the diagram lines.
From the numbers of counts in the peaks due to the

hypersatellite-satellite cascades, the measured strengths
of the ' 'Cs sources (taking into account their decay), and
from the calibrated efficiency of the detectors (scaling for
energy variation according to the results of Ref. 13} the
following probability of double-E-shell ionization per
' 'Cs decay was determined:

P»» =(1.48+0.35) X 10

This result is in very good agreement with the previously
determined value ( l. 33+0.33)X 10 of Isozumi,
Brianqon, and Walen.
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